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There is a disconnect between developments in modern data analysis and some parts of the physical sciences in which they could find ready use. This introduction, and this issue, provides resources to help experimental researchers access modern data analysis tools and exposure for analysts to extant challenges in physical science. We include a table of resources connecting statistical and physical disciplines and point to appropriate books, journals, videos and articles. We conclude by highlighting the relevance of each of the articles in the associated issue.

1. Introduction

We began discussing the plan for this meeting and issue some years ago when we realized that one of us had some interesting data challenges in need of a new analysis approach, and the other had developed some signal-processing machinery, and was looking to expand the range of its applications. This volume is about increasing access to modern data analysis by physical scientists and giving entry pathways for analysts into physical topics.

Statistical analysis of datasets remains a hurdle that can prevent optimal science from being done. One prominent recent example concerned the investigation into the Climate Research Unit at the University of East Anglia. The group had been accused of research fraud by climate change deniers. An independent review led by Lord Oxburgh concluded that the scientists had behaved in an entirely ethical manner, but did level the criticism: ‘we cannot help remarking that it is very surprising that research in an area that depends so heavily on statistical methods has not been carried out in close collaboration with professional statisticians’, with part of the motivation for the criticism being that the group had not always used the most modern or the...
most appropriate statistical methods for the problems they were trying to solve (although we stress that the report also noted that there was no clear evidence that different results would have been obtained with better methods) [1].

In recent years, collaborations with statisticians (whether located in departments of statistics or else-where) have become common for researchers dealing with large datasets in fields such as biology or the social sciences, where the mathematical content of undergraduate degree programmes can be modest. Physical scientists generally have the underlying mathematical background to apply the most sophisticated data analysis techniques themselves, but often struggle with learning where to look for better approaches than the ones to which they have become accustomed.

Most physical scientists are familiar with techniques at the level of *Numerical recipes* [2] (which goes well beyond just covering data analysis) and, of course, many far exceed it. *Numerical recipes* was first written in 1986, and while it has been updated since then, the goal of its authors was not to write a book that would explain all the modern best practice, but to write a book that would be accessible, and would bring practice among scientists to a level only a decade or so behind the state of the art.

‘Our 1980s goal for NR, overtly discussed by the authors, was to provide a means for bringing average practice into the 1960s - or 1970s in a few areas (FFT),’ wrote Press & Teukolsky [3], roughly a decade after the book had first been published. They had previously argued, in a manner devoid of hyperbole, that ‘average practice’ by physicists and astronomers in the academic departments they knew best—which were and are among the elite American institutions—was generally what applied mathematicians were doing in the 1920s. Speaking broadly, apart from the use of the fast Fourier transform, the undergraduate courses on numerical methods in a typical British physics department are only slightly more advanced now than what Press & Teukolsky [3] describe—there simply is not room in the curriculum to cover everything we would like to teach.

One of our goals for this issue was, in essence, to provide a resource that would help bring practicing physical scientists forward a few more decades. Note that the source lectures themselves are available online [4], with slides and resources available at http://www2.imperial.ac.uk/~njones/sigprocandinference.htm. Working with a shorter volume than *Numerical recipes*, and trying to pack the material into a 2 day meeting, of course, that we could not hope to take an approach either as pedagogical or as comprehensive as was taken by the authors of *Numerical recipes*. What we can do, and what the authors of the articles here have (heroically) done, is to collect basic descriptions of a range of techniques with promise for application in physics, astronomy, geophysics and biophysics, but which are not necessarily being applied very widely in those areas. At the same time, we wished to bring data analysts up to speed on a range of problems on which they haven’t been working, but to which they might bring key new insights and approaches.

We had contributors from departments of statistics, mathematics, physics, computer science, engineering, geophysics, earth science, oceanography and biology, and contributors from both industry and academia. The vast majority of the participants knew only a small fraction of the other participants. As the meeting progressed, we were delighted to see new collaborations starting on the spot, involving people who had never heard of one another before.

2. Engaging with new tools in data analysis

This issue is specifically about attempting to increase the flux of new method into the physical sciences. As noted, in the UK it is, unfortunately, often the case that undergraduates leave their physics degrees with only a couple of lectures in statistics: enough error analysis to do their experiments. Combine this with the UK's emphasis on research PhDs, and a gappy statistical education is possible.
While running the risk of being obvious, we hazard a few suggestions for such a scientist (beyond reading this issue and listening to the lectures [4]; http://www2.imperial.ac.uk/~njones/sigprocanandinference.htm). Machine, or statistical, learning is now a refined and highly applicable discipline; so, if investigating colleagues to serve as potential collaborators, it is worth considering those in engineering and computer science departments, as well as those in statistics. Machine/statistical learning and data mining have particularly embraced online videos; so there is now a good back-catalogue of expository lectures on videolectures.net (including numerous machine learning summer schools and components of the major conferences). In terms of good books to start with, All of statistics [5] is a good one-smallish-volume introduction to statistics that has a modern orientation. We believe that Bayesian approaches can be more appealing/natural to physical scientists and so suggest exploring the Bayesian inference/machine learning literature. There have been a number of active physicists in this area, and it can be stylistically more penetrable than some of the more conventional statistical literature [6–9]. As you’ll see from table 1, a number of these books have free pdfs to help you make a suitable choice. Mackay [8] is notably accomplished in connecting diverse literatures and is a very natural read for physicists; however, for a straight read about inference, we suggest Bishop [6], Barber [7] and Hastie et al. [15]. Sivia & Skilling [9] is written with physicists in mind and should also be considered. Our issue has a bias towards topics in more general inference than time-series analysis (but note [34–38]), but we provide in table 1 some books, a number of which are free to browse. Brockwell & Davis [12] and Shumway & Stoffer [13] are standard first sources for time-series analysis, Vetterli et al. [10] an established (and free) read from a signal-processing perspective, and readers might enjoy a modern introduction in Mallat [11]. We make extensive journal suggestions in table 1, but we will specifically pick out the IEEE Signal-processing magazine, which has a good level of introductory articles that connect the reader with the state of the art. Table 2 provides a brief glossary to partly help translate terminology.

3. Missing topics in this issue

This issue must, by construction, be incomplete in character. There are thus a number of very lively areas that are not included, of which we now give a summary that is also very incomplete. A major missing area is the study of sparsity/compressed sensing—this is very fast moving, but a magazine introduction can be found in Candès [39], and the work by Mallat [11] is aligned with this literature. A core problem of modern data analysis is that though we have large amounts of data we have relatively few distinct instances of that data (see comments in Bishop [40]): we know many features about each object ($p$ features), but have relatively few objects ($n$ objects) so $p \gg n$. This challenge of trying to reason about a few data points in a high-dimensional space is discussed in a recent issue of Phil. Trans. R. Soc. A, and the associated programme at the Newton Institute has online talks [41,42]. In this material, connections to the sparsity programme are made explicit.

Physical scientists and some mathematicians can seem to have a notion of a mathematical model that diverges from what similarly mathematical scientists in statistics, engineering and computer science call a model. One might oppose the rich models which include microscopic detail (or have principled methods for eliminating it) made by physical scientists to comparatively thin, flexible, statistical models where part of their construction is their suitability for diverse data types and the robust characterization of their statistical properties. Despite this apparent difference, most models can be used to simulate data, and these results can be compared with observations. An area that is suited to physical scientists wanting to reason statistically about rich models is approximate Bayesian computing (ABC) [43]: this attempts to substitute the construction of a likelihood with simulations from that model. We provide no explicit discussion of ABC in this issue, but attempts to fit richer models do appear in Raue et al. [44], Stathopoulos & Girolami [45], Sambridge et al. [46] and Cornish [47].

Finally, this volume does little to engage with the challenge of giant datasets and the fast algorithms, that they require. Data mining is particularly concerned with efficient algorithms, and we direct the reader to relevant parts of table 1. We note, of course, that alternative processing
Table 1. This table is designed to help researchers take the first steps in engaging with each others’ disciplines. What we include is subjective, flawed and definitely incomplete, but we hope it has some value. We emphasize the core journals and meetings associated with each discipline and highlight free resources (data mining and machine learning conferences appear on videolectures.net, and free pdfs and resources are highlighted with asterisks). IEEE, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers; DMKD, Data mining and Knowledge Discovery; TKDE, Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering; ICASSP, International Conference on Acoustics, Speech, and Signal Processing; NIPS, Neural Information Processing Systems; ICML, International Conference on Machine Learning; AIStat, Artificial Intelligence and Statistics; KDD, Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining; ICDM, International Conference on Data Mining; ASA, American Statistical Association; UCI, University of California, Irvine; IET, Institution of Engineering and Technology; IUGG, International Union of Geology and Geophysics; ICSB, International Conference on Systems Biology; IDL, Interactive Data Language.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>discipline</th>
<th>example journals</th>
<th>major meetings/ interface meetings</th>
<th>example introductory texts/ interface texts</th>
<th>canonical resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>data mining</td>
<td>DMKD, TKDE</td>
<td>KDD*, ICDM</td>
<td>[16], [17]</td>
<td>Weka [18]*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 1. (Continued.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>discipline</th>
<th>example journals</th>
<th>major meetings/ interface meetings</th>
<th>example introductory texts/ interface texts</th>
<th>canonical resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>atmospheric physics</td>
<td>Journal of Atmospheric and Solar-Terrestrial Physics</td>
<td>American Meteorological Society</td>
<td>[26]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Journal of Geophysical Research — Atmospheres</td>
<td>Annual Meeting</td>
<td>[27]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>geophysics</td>
<td>Journal of Geophysical Research</td>
<td>American Geophysical Union Fall Meeting</td>
<td>[28]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geophysical Journal International</td>
<td>European Geosciences Union General Assembly</td>
<td>[29]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geophysical Research Letters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geophysics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physics of the Earth and Planetary Interiors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Solid Earth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biological physics</td>
<td>Biophysical Journal</td>
<td>Biophysical Society</td>
<td>[31]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical biology</td>
<td>ICSB</td>
<td>[32]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Molecular Systems Biology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IET Systems Biology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. A partial glossary that helps connect physical, statistical and computer science/engineering terminology. It is a modified version of a similar table in Wasserman [5].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>term</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>estimation/learning</td>
<td>approximating unknown quantities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covariates/features/measurement coordinates</td>
<td>the distinct dimensions in which a data point, ( X ), lies e.g. a data point might have three space and a time coordinates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>data/training set</td>
<td>a set of data points, ( {X_1, X_2, X_3, \ldots } ) each of which is associated with a label ( {Y_1, Y_2, Y_3, \ldots } ). The data points are sometimes called the independent variable (e.g. measurements at a particular space–time coordinate) and the label the dependent variable (e.g. a temperature or a binary value at that coordinate).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>classification/supervised learning</td>
<td>given data points, each of which is associated with a symbolic label, predict the labels of future data points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regression</td>
<td>given data points, each of which is associated with a number (or set of numbers), predict the labels of future data points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>clustering/unsupervised learning</td>
<td>exposing structure (sometimes groups) in sets of unlabelled data points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>architectures can also offer speedups—e.g. graphical processing units (note their recent use as a tool in statistics [48]).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Advice on how to read this issue

(a) General interest for Bayesian inference

This issue was assembled with the (experimental) physical scientist in mind. We suggest that statistical ideas can be more palatable to physical scientists if couched in a Bayesian context, partly because some of the assumptions that are bundled up in frequentist estimators are made apparent when one is forced to choose priors (for an engaging video lecture about the vices and virtues of Bayesianism, see Jordan [49]). We thus begin with three articles from a Bayesian statistical learning perspective. In our opinion, all of them are excellent reading for most physical scientists, independent of their background (we note that two of these three authors have PhDs in physics). Each presents a mix of introductory content and current tools. Bishop [40] first introduces Bayesian machine learning and explains model construction in the context of graphical models. The author then explains how there are automatic tools for converting a given model into a practical tool for inference. Then, Ghahramani [50] gives another introduction to Bayesian inference and then considers Bayesian non-parametric inference in detail. These methods will likely be qualitatively different from those that a typical physicist is exposed to while being flexible and intuitive. Roberts et al. [34] considers in detail one class of Bayesian non-parametrics: Gaussian processes. This paper gives both a readable introduction to the topic and discusses details of their use in the context of time-series data.

(b) Specific interest

The rest of the issue now depends on the background of the reader. The next six papers consider statistical tools for particular problems and are discussed in more detail below [35,36,44,45,51,52]. The remainder, but one, of the papers consider (statistical) challenges provoked by particular physical settings in: Astronomy (time-series analysis) [38], geosciences [46], gravitational
waves [47], systems biology [53], biological physics (time series) [37] and atmospheric physics [54]. The last paper of the issue [55] addresses the challenging and exciting problem of inferring an appropriate, interpretable, dynamical model (for symbolic time-series data), given relatively weak constraints on the structure of that model.

(c) Generic methods for specific challenges

We begin with a paper [44] that considers the challenge of parameter identifiability: how one can identify the character of our posterior uncertainty over parameters (given priors, data and model structure) and use this to motivate the collection of more experimental data. The next two papers are not explicitly Bayesian [51,52] but consider unsupervised approaches to data. The first [51] gives an update on the independent components analysis method (a generalization of principal components analysis) that, though now a canonical tool for exposing structure in our data in numerous areas, is perhaps unfamiliar to many physical scientists. The second [52] outlines the utility of simple methods to approximate the Kolmogorov complexity. Using standard compression tools turns out to be a very successful means of quantifying the similarity of two data objects: opening the prospect of finding natural organizations of large sets of data with very little domain specific knowledge. We next have two papers that consider oscillatory signals. The first [36] considers statistical challenges in rotary component analysis (a method of relevance to the rotating flows one observes at sea or in the atmosphere). The second [35] specifically engages with the multi-variate setting, with applications ranging from climate data to medical physics. Our final paper on generic methods [45] considers a new class of Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms that find fruitful application to inference challenges in chemistry and systems biology.

(d) Tools provoked by specific disciplinary challenges

Our other key goal for the meeting was to present some problems from the physical sciences for which signal processing and inference presents an ongoing challenge, with presenters giving the state of the art in data analysis among practising scientists in those fields and reviewing outstanding problems.

We chose astrophysics and geophysics as two areas for special consideration. Astrostatistics is a rapidly growing field of research. Its datasets can be quite large, and they can also present challenges distinct from those in almost all other areas of the natural sciences, with Poisson variations, which in the small number statistics regime are non-Gaussian, often representing a larger fraction of the total error budget than in other areas. In many cases, astronomers study transient events, so that an experiment cannot be repeated in order to improve the signal to noise, so extracting as much information as possible from the signal that nature presents is of utmost importance. Astronomical time series from ground-based observations are often limited by sampling patterns interrupted by cloud cover. The earth sciences present similar challenges with regard to key information often coming in short bursts of information (e.g. earthquakes), and the time and spatial sampling of events often being limited by the location of detectors—working underwater, for example, can be far more costly than working on the ground.

In astrophysics, the representative problems we chose for the meeting were ones of time-series analysis motivated, in part, by testing whether Einstein’s general theory of relativity properly describes gravity. One of these topics is the detection of gravitational waves, which are expected to produce small, short-lived, not-quite-periodic fluctuations, against what may be a background with its own (sometimes) nonlinear variability [47]. The challenge is twofold: first the signals must be detected; next one must attempt optimal extraction of the parameters of the astrophysical event that produced the gravitational waves. The article outlines the state of the art of methodology for finding and characterizing gravitational waves, the basics of the instrumentation used, the challenges it presents and the physics of gravitational radiation itself. The other astrophysical topic we considered is time-series analysis of photons from celestial objects [38].
In Vaughan [38], motivations for doing time-series analysis are presented, focusing on examples involving accretion discs around black holes. The key challenges involve understanding nonlinear and non-stationary time series, dealing with sparse or irregular sampling of time series and attempting to estimate the transfer function between two moderately well-correlated time series.

In geophysics, the meeting included presentations on the state of art in using seismic signals to make inferences about the Earth’s atmosphere and its interior. In one case [46], the use of earthquakes to make inferences about the Earth’s interior was discussed. This considers the best methodology to determine the plausible range of models that could describe the Earth’s interior (given the spatial sampling of seismometers, and the spatial distribution of the earthquakes themselves). A key aspect of the approach is to allow the level of complication of the models used to describe the data to be determined by the data themselves. Hedlin & Walker [54] considers the use of seismic signals to constrain the properties of the Earth’s atmosphere. In this case, ‘infrasound’—low-frequency sound waves, inaudible to humans, which are produced by transient events in the atmosphere, such as sprites—is used. These sound waves couple to the Earth’s surface and can be detected by seismometers, and networks of seismometers can thus be used to trace out the properties of the Earth’s atmosphere.

We finally address biological physics applications of signal processing and inference. We first consider methods to probe biological networks [53]: in this review, the operation of regulatory networks is explained and the inference of biochemical reactions is placed in their network context. Little & Jones [37] discuss the noisy steppy signals that are produced in the measurements of some cellular and molecular systems: example experimental methods and data types are outlined and tools for probing them are described.

We have to thank numerous individuals for their help. Suzanne Abbott for her kind help with this issue and Emily Roberts for her assistance in making our meeting a success. Many of the authors of this issue made suggestions about resources we outline in this article, and advice and assistance has been supplied by Sumeet Agarwal, John Aston, Ben Fulcher, Sam Johnson, Iain Johnston, Lucas Lacasa and Daniel Mortlock.
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